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The Forum has two objectives:
1. Encourage infrastructure for cycling specifically but active travel in general
2. Encourage more people to use their bikes for transport
The team is volunteer let by Clr Paul Harper, Tay Arnold, James Willis, Russell Chidwick, Matt Fraser, Angelo
Martinez, Carolyn Smith and Duncan Edwards

It's all about safety
Safety is a constant thread throughout the work of the
forum. The safety of cyclists is an obvious priority and
we therefore contribute and support initiatives like the
update to the highway code. This will place
responsibility on those that can do most harm on the
roads, to take most care.
We also see the perception of safety issues being one
of the major impediments to more people using cycling
as a means of transport. We therefore campaign for
safety to be considered on all road projects and new
developments, for example the gyratory in Maidstone.
We also understand that pedestrians are sometimes startled / scared by cyclists in shared spaces. Our main
policy response is to campaign for cycle routes segregated from pedestrian traffic because this gives the
cyclist convenience and the pedestrian safety. However this does not detract from our responsibility to "Do
unto others as you would have them do unto you." (not a quote from the Highway code, comes from the other
bible.).

Public Enquiry 421 homes at Church
Road, Otham - bad news + some good
The forum along with parish councils, MBC, KCC and other
local groups strongly opposed approval of this development,
but unfortunately, despite the clear common sense arguments
against approval on heritage and highways grounds the
government inspector gave full approval. Although the
congestion damage cannot be mitigated by active travel, the
forum was able to argue for the incorporation of a series of
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changes to the plan to improve walking and cycling. These included 3m cycle routes segregated from
pedestrian routes, the incorporation of a ramp to The Beams allowing disabled, cycling and pushchair access,
an improved crossing on Willington Street to Mote Park and money to be spent on the old Spot Lane part of
the National Cycle Route 177.

Vision Zero - lets do it
This is a vision from KCC to have zero fatalities and serious
injuries on Kent roads by 2050 so no problem with the
forum 100% supporting this objective. However there is lots
of detail around how this is done. We have written a
comprehensive input for the consultation which can be seen
on our Website and Facebook page. Everybody can have
their input via the KCC website until 15th March.
The forum’s message - another nice plan, but we need the
active travel infrastructure and road safety initiatives to be
delivered in practice.
Please contribute to the consultation Google KCC Vision
Zero.

20 mph Speed Limits - a major contribution to road safety
All new residential developments in Kent now have a design speed of 20mph
but there is still discussion on whether these roads should also have an
enforced speed limit of 20mph. Trials are underway in Faversham and
Tonbridge. This is an active debate at the moment so well worth everybody
writing to KCC and MBC councillors with views and supporting 20mph.

Active Travel Fund - Delivering High Quality Cycle Infrastructure for Kent
The new pop up cycle lanes implemented by KCC during the
pandemic were welcomed in principle by a surveyed 80% of the
population.
The feedback from these schemes will be incorporated into future
plans.
The forum and Kent cycle groups are supporting KCC in delivering
the next round of schemes and have already contributed to early
consultation. Unfortunately there was no money allocated to
schemes in Maidstone but the forum maintains a list of target cycle
route improvements and works with KCC to introduce these into
plans.
If you are interested in improving cycling provision in Maidstone please get involved. You can join MCCF at our
website https://maidstonecycling.uk/ and also find out more about our work.
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